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Abstract
Through research that was conducted with mountain bike trail builders, this article
explores the processes by which socio-natures or ‘emergent ecologies’ are formed
through the assemblage of trail building, mountain bike riding and matter. In moving
conversations about ‘Nature’ beyond essentialist readings and dualistic thinking, we
consider how ecological sensibilities are reflected in the complex, lived realities of the
trail building community. Specifically, we draw on Morton’s (2017) notion of the
‘symbiotic real’ to examine how participants connect with a range of objects and
non-humans, revealing a ‘spectral’ existence in which they take pleasure in building
material features that are only partially of their creation. Such ‘tuning’ to the symbiotic
real was manifest in the ongoing battle that the trail builders maintained with water.
This battle not only emphasized the fragility of their trail construction but also the
temporal significance of the environments that these creations were rendered in/with. In
conclusion, we argue that these findings present an ecological awareness that views
nature as neither static, inert or fixed, but instead, as a temporal ‘nowness’, formed from
the ambiguity of being in and with nature. Ecologically, this provides a unique form of
orientation that re-establishes the ambiguity between humans and nature, without
privileging the former. It is set against this ecological (un)awareness that we believe
a re-orientation can be made to our understandings of leisure, the Anthropocene and the
nature-culture dyad.
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1 Introduction
Following a series of seismic changes throughout the nineteenth century, prompted by
emergence of what Morton (2016: 42) describes as an ‘agrilogistic’ world logic – the
imperative to redefine and re-think nature-society relations has developed a renewed urgency
as scholars from a range of disciplines have begun to recognize the significance of the
Anthropocene as a socio-ecological phenomenon inwhich the objects of ‘nature’ and culture
are synonymic (Moore 2015; Dalby 2013; Wark 2015a). As Purdy (2015: 2-3) elucidates:
Becausewe shape everything, from the upper atmosphere to the deep seas, there is no
more nature that stands apart from human beings. There is no place or living thing
that we [humans] haven’t changed. Our mark is on the cycle of weather and seasons,
the globalmap of bioregions, and theDNA that organisesmatter into life. It makes no
sense now to honour and preserve a nature that is defined by being not human.
Indeed, the consequences of living in the Anthropocene are profound and far-reaching,
and not confined only to the emerging rift in the nature-culture dyad. Questions of
agency (both human and non-human), space, time, and ethics abound. To paraphrase
Morton (2013), in a global world, entities, and by extension experiences, have become
entangled with so many other phenomena that they are increasingly defined by non-
local relationships, infinite temporalities and interobjective affects; affects which,
because of their magnitude are increasingly difficult to perceive in human terms and
can only be mediated through a ‘shared sensual space’ (2013:86).
Despite the sense of urgency with which these issues have been addressed within the
humanities and natural sciences, scholars dedicated to addressing the relationship
between leisure and society have been slow to respond to this emerging agenda
(Mansfield 2009). This is somewhat surprising given leisure’s unique relationship with
the ‘natural’ environment as well as the manifold threats that such activities may pose
with regard to resource depletion, pollution, land-use degradation and habitat loss
(Mansfield andWheaton 2011). Where literature has adopted this focus, the very notion
of ‘nature’ has been left largely unproblematised, and scholars have been criticized for
simply ‘greening’ pre-existing theories in a manner ‘closely approximating the theoret-
ical traditions of the discipline as a whole, albeit with an eco-prefix added on’ (Stevens
2012:580). This has led to calls for less anthropocentric (Dashper 2019; Weedon 2015)
and more sustained ‘ecocentric’ (Brymer 2009) analyses of leisure activity in which
human and nonhuman agency is taken more seriously into consideration.
As a useful counterweight to this, Kopnina et al. (2018) discern at least three
different targets for ecocentric critique that might be usefully adopted when analysing
the nature-leisure nexus, including ‘industriocentrism’, the belief in production as the
key to human development; ‘human chauvinism’, giving preference to humans over
non-humans; and, ‘speciesism’, the assumption that humans are biologically, ethically
and socially superior to other species. In doing so, she reminds us that:
questioning anthropocentrism is far more than an academic exercise of debating
the dominant cultural motif of placing humans at the centre of material and
ethical concerns. It is a fertile way of shifting the focus of attention away from
the problem symptoms of our time (Kopnina 2014: 387).
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Following Kopnina (2014:388), one might therefore ask: ‘what does it mean to position
Anthropos in the centre?’, and, by extension, what issues need to be addressed within
the sociology of leisure to bring the relationship between nature, culture and the
biosphere into sharper focus? In part, this entails a greater emphasis on matter and
the way that such matter, including that which has typically been confined to both the
‘natural’ (i.e. trees, rocks, dirt, mountains) and the artificial (i.e. bikes, spades, pick
axes), becomes ‘enrolled’ (Latour 1999) in human activity.
Accounting for this process of enrolment involves a consideration of the way in
which the world and the connections within it are produced by a range of material
forces (Braidotti 2013). In addition, it requires an ontological leap in which matter is
conceived not as static, inert or ‘fixed’ in meaning, nor a mere backdrop for human
agents, but rather as entangled phenomena whose meanings develop through their
emergent, immanent relationality (Monforte 2018: 4). For Snaza et al. (2016), this has
enormous implications for critiques of anthropocentrism. In fact, when matter is
considered at the centre of human activity ‘there is no longer a knowing (human)
subject who acts and a passive (nonhuman) object that is acted upon: everything is
entangled’ (Snaza et al. 2016: xvii). Accordingly, analysing the nature-culture dyad
from the perspective of New Materialism ‘adds an indispensable understanding of
anthropocentrism’s upshot: The self-placement of Man at the Center has disallowed a
vantage point from which any need or desire for limiting human expansionism might
be discerned’ (Kopnina 2014: 390).
With these debates in mind, this paper draws on interviews with 20 mountain bike
trail builders in England to explore the process by which socio-natures or ‘emergent
ecologies’ (Rocheleau and Roth 2007) are formed through the assemblages of trail
building, mountain bike riding and the materials that trail builders encounter in their
labour. By (re)focusing on the ‘intimate and divergent relations between bodies,
objects, orders and spaces’, we reveal how the trails’ construction forms an ‘emergent
property’ between the human and non-human (Marston et al. 2005: 425). Leaning on a
growing body of theory associated with New Materialism and Object-Oriented Ontol-
ogy (OOO), we hope to move conversations about leisure in ‘Nature’ beyond essen-
tialist readings and dualistic thinking, towards a consideration of praxis that better
reflects the complex, lived realities of the the anthropocene.
2 Nature-Based Leisure
To date, much work dedicated to the study of leisure and the environment can be located
within a realist or idealist paradigm (White et al. 2016). Here, nature is concieved as
being either independent from humans (realist) or closely aligned with a Malthusian
(idealist) focus on the malignant features of the human condition (i.e. death, war,
poverty, over-production of food). In scholarly accounts concerned with ‘green exercise’
(Pretty et al. 2007), for instance, nature is said to be beneficial when it is ‘directly
experienced’ by (human) exercisers, that is, when people make a positive decision to go
to places where there is green nature. Equally important, according to these researchers,
is the ‘incidental’ physical activity whereupon exercise is secondary to other motives,
such as commuting via bicycle through woodland environments or raising ones heartrate
through gardening (Thompson 2018). In addition, Coon et al. (2011) describe the mental
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health benefits that can be accrued through one’s exposure to views of nature, whilst Yeh
et al. (2016) analyse the supposedly synergistic relationships between emotional
wellbeing and ‘green’ physical activity. Studies couched in similar terms have also
espoused the social benefits of such activity, citing improvements in, amongst other
things social capital, educational attainment/school attendance, and enhanced self-
esteem following family bereavement (Brewer and Sparkes 2011). Inmany such studies,
the claims made in support of green exercise are framed by neo-liberal ideologies
concerned with reducing the financial burden of sedentary (in)activity/mental health
whilst encouraging individuals to take responsibility for their own health and wellbeing
(Mansfield 2018). The emphasis is therefore on nature as an ‘inanimate resource that can
be harvested through human activities; used as a ‘playground for natural highs’ (Brymer
and Gray 2009: 136).
However, in recent years there have been a number of constructivist and posthuman/
new materialist challenges to these assumptions. These challenged have been levelled
on the grounds that both realist and idealist approaches have a tendency to reduce
nature to a static unchanging object that can be picked at analytically. For White et al.
(2016), these criticisms can be grouped into three distinctive areas. First, there is the
‘view from nowhere’ (ibid: 9), in which discussions about dominant (and changing)
values and attitudes towards nature are absent. This is a critical oversight when one
considers, for example, the historical variations in perception, from the notion of nature
as god, through to nature as an ideal and subsequently the period of romanticism that
interpreted nature as salvation from society. Second, we are left with no way of
accounting for the sense of relativism inherent in the leisure experience, as
individuals are seen to adhere to a universal metanarrative that informs and
conditions any and all experience. Finally, debates around the real or ideal
qualities of nature tend towards dogmatic form of anthropocentrism, whereby,
in the context of leisure, nature is positionned as inanimate, ‘providing a
resource, medium or place for human action, an obstacle for conquering, or a
playground for exhilaration’ (Brymer and Gray 2009: 135–136).
In recognizing the need for more focussed attention on the leisure-nature nexus,
Mansfield and Wheaton (2011) highlight the absence of explicit discussions regarding
the importance and complexity of environmental politics in leisure studies. In address-
ing this lacuna, they bring attention to the continued (and growing) environmental
threat posed by the increasing popularity and commodification of sport, leisure and
tourism. Within this expansive and diverse special issue, in which the focus is predom-
inantly on the political consequences of environment use and degradation, scholars
cover a multitude of issues from the complexity of inland water use by kayakers in
Wales (UK) (Church and Ravenscroft 2011) to the historically fractious relationship
between ‘noisy sports’ (such as power-boating and off-road motoring) and other users
in the Lake District National Park (UK) (Collins 2011). In addition to these investiga-
tions is the experiental and phenomenological experiences from which new nature
relations might emerge (Humberstone 2011).
Notably, Leledaki and Collinson (2015) convincingly illustrate how outdoor
recration can encourage environmentalist sensibilities that contain scope for both
individual and political transformation, and/or different ways of ‘feeling’, as with the
disabled and ethnic minority communities who took part in the Mentro Allen commu-
nity programme in Wales (UK). What such accounts therefore illustrate is the complex
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and often contradictory way in which notions of ‘nature’ and the ‘environment’ are
evoked in late-capitalist societies, and the need to address the overlapping micro, meso
and macro interpretations that may exist within the varying contexts of nature-based
leisure.
More importantly, this emerging field regarding the political ecology of leisure has
raised some important questions regarding the sport/leisure-nature nexus, and has led
the way in inspiring a new generation of leisure scholars to dedicate more critical
attention to the importance of leisure as both a discursive and material vehicle through
which nature is experienced. It has also instigated inter/trans disciplinary dialogue
between leisure studies and other related subjects such as the the environmental
sciences and geography. Yet much of the literature still fosters elements of what Naes
(1972) calls a ‘shallow ecology movement’, which set about fighting pollution and
resource depletion inorder to improve, or further sustain, the health and wellbeing of
people in developed countries, and focusses almost exlusively on the human
components of these initiatives. Furthermore, notwithstanding recent commentaries
by the likes of Markula (2018) and Fullagar (2017), the sociology of leisure appears
to mirror the sluggish development of an environmental sociology more generally. In
its rush to denounce the anthropocentric bias of orthodox accounts, commentators have
neglected to deal with fundamental questions regarding agency, ethics and identity in
these new nature-cultures, and the way in which such issues might be manifest in the
activities and motivations of their participants. As a result, questions about specific
manifestations of anti-anthropocentric praxis, as well as the viability of these alterna-
tives, remain at best under-analysed or, at worst, completely ignored.
2.1 Ecological Assemblages: a View on Fragility on Instability in Leisure
In furthering our understanding of the densely entangled nature of human and material
life, Bennett (2010) argues that matter can have its own vibrancy; that is, ‘it’ pulses
with life. Her central assertion is that things are not simply alive in a protean or
elemental way, but that nonhuman matter can have the ability to produce effects that
are both ‘dramatic and subtle’ (Bennett 2010: 6). These ‘actants’, which can be human
or nonhuman, share the same agentic capacity, in that they can ‘do things’ with
‘sufficient coherence to make a difference, produce effects, [and] alter the course of
events’ (Bennett 2010: viii). This is not to say, as critics of this idea might speculate,
that matter has the gift of consciousness, or the ability to reflect upon its own mortality,
but rather, that there exists complex relations between human behaviour and a range of
nonhuman processes with varying degrees of agency (Connolly 2013).
Understanding the implications of this mutual and fragile (inter)dependence within
leisure therefore requires a radical recasting of agency and structure that is better placed
to explain the heterogeneous networks between human and nonhumans. For Bennett
(2010: 31), such a shift in thinking calls for a more distributive agency which ‘does not
posit the subject as the root cause of an effect’. That is, rather than seeing agency as an
ability to think in a moral capacity linked with ‘advance plan or an intention’ (Bennett
2010: 31), Bennett argues that agency should be seen as comprising an ‘ecological
assemblage’ (Bennett 2010: 97), defined by a series of interconnected parts that are
permanently in-flux, owing to their loose and fragile configurations. These multiple
materialities can include – but are not limited to – human bodies, other animate life
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forms, objects, spaces, places and the natural and built environment, as well as material
forces such as gravity and time (Fox and Alldred 2018). Accordingly, many scholars
have described this dynamic agentic assemblage as an ‘immanent ontology’ (Braun
2015:2). This levels taken for granted dualisms in orthodox sociological and environ-
mental thought such as, human-inhuman, organic-inorganic, local-global by revealing
an ‘endless cascade of events comprising the material effects of both nature and culture,
that together produce the world and human history’ (Fox and Alldred 2018: 4).
These human and non-human assemblages are most evident in the relationships
between mountain bike riders and landscapes, as noted in the work of Brown (2012;
2014; Brown et al. 2008). Brown contends that mountain biking is characterized by a
range of material exchanges that effect the participants’ levels of enjoyment in both a
negative and positive manner. When there is synergy between the rider and landscape,
the assemblage is hidden, their bodies are ‘absent’ (Leder 1990) and the allure of
mastery is maintained. Individuals become ‘attuned to the ‘feel’ of granularity, gradient
and micro-to-macro topographies of the landscape’ (Brown 2014: 26) and the emo-
tional reaction is therefore a pleasurable one. However, from time to time certain
‘mediating’ (Latour 2005) features such as roots, rocks or mud, may throw the riders
off course, resulting in a crash or an injury. Subsequently, riders re-immerse themselves
in the material landscape and reflexively monitor their embodied connection, in order to
facilitate skill acquisition (Taylor 2009).
Equally interesting is the way that the sense of connection between bike and surface
may facilitate a heightened sense of risk, as participants become further aware of the
instability of the human-non human assemblage (Creyer et al. 2003; Heer et al. 2003).
Crucial in such instances is the way in which the nonhuman ‘not only disciplines in the
“negative” sense, but it also enables … and crucially, it promises’ (Michael 2000:42).
Indeed, the vibrant exchanges between humans and matter not only effect the human
participants, but have an impact on the mountain bike trails themselves, as the physical
impact of bikes and the routes chosen by the riders alter their material and aesthetic
constitution’ (Gibbs and Holloway 2018).
A key aspect of these assemblages is their fragile and unstable attachments. For
instance, Harvey (2014) argue that seeing nonhumans as part of assemblages requires
us to recognize the instability of these relationships, as well as the constant care and
attention that is required by humans to build and maintain the allure of stability. In the
case of nature sport, Cherrington et al. (2018) describe how the organizers of the
Marathon des Sables – a prominent ultramarathon event – conceal a contradictory
orientation with nature, inherent in the event’s reliance on marketing and technology,
by reinforcing an ideological vision that promises the runners an unspoilt,
primitive wilderness. Yet, where society and matter exchange properties, there
is always a blind spot in these interactions (Latour 1993), which reveal the very
real possibility for the assemblage to be disrupted. As Harman (2012: 191)
posits when describing the ontology of objects:
If all objects were completely determined by the structure or context in which
they resided, there is no reason why anything would ever change, since a thing
would be nothing more that its current context. For any change to be possible,
objects must be an excess or surplus outside their current range of relations,
vulnerable to some of those relations but insensible to others
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Morton (2017) describes this process as object withdrawal, which is the manner in
which no experience or interpretation can totally consume a given entity; they are
always subject to a rule of ‘1 + n’ (2017: 82). Wholes, therefore, are not greater than the
sum of their parts, but are rather subscended by them, which means that ‘parts are not
just mechanical components of wholes, and that there can be genuine surprise and
novelty in the world’ (Morton 2017: 102). Instead of acknowledging this strangeness,
Morton (2017) contends that environmentalism turn wholes (horses, the sea, mountains
etc.) into things that are radically different from us, and as a consequence do exactly
what they claim not to do: ‘universalise the human by distinguishing human beings
metaphysically from all non-humans… a move that seriously weakens, unconsciously,
its political edge’ (2017: 39). However, in recognizing that things are always
subscended by their parts, Morton offers us a way of thinking about mountain biking
in which participation is neither reducible to a whole (i.e. as taking place in ‘Nature’) or
its constituent features (individual’s ‘Nature’ connection), but rather, as an ecological
reality that is already given in the ‘symbiotic real’ (2017: 25). It is to this aspect of
Morton’s work that we shall now turn.
2.2 Acknowledging our Ecological Ambiguity: Symbiotic Real, Dark Ecology
and the Spectrality of Being
Object-orientated ontology (OOO) is a term coined by Graham Harman, and is
characterized by a theoretical commitment to thinking about objects beyond the real
of human experience (Lemke 2017). Though typically loose in their associations,
object-oriented ontologists are united in their objection to Kantian correlationism,
which holds that objects can only be understood through human access to them or
rather, the correlation between (human) thought and being. According to Harman
(2012), this form of correlationism, which has dogged Western philosophy since the
eighteenth century, is manifest in 3 different ways. In the first instance, scholars are
guilty of undermining objects, or reducing such objects to a definitive essence which is
no more than the sum of its parts. Secondly, and in a manner characteristic of much
work within the social, cultural and historical study of nature-based recreation (see
above), analyses can be accused of overmining objects. This reflects a process whereby
what we call a thing is ‘nothing in its own right, but only a functional table-effect for
someone or… for other entities’ (Harman 2012:18). Finally, Harman levels a critique at
New Materialist analyses for their inherent tendency towards ‘duomining’ – a combi-
nation of ‘undermining’ and ‘overmining’ in which things are reduced to essences via
human intentions. Thus, in Harman's (2016: 27-28) words:
If we reduce an object downward to its pieces, we cannot explain emergence; if
we reduce it to its effects, we cannot explain change. From here it is easy to see
why we need the thing-in-itself as the reality cannot be converted into either of
the two basic forms of knowledge: what is a thing made of, what a thing does
By way of contrast, Harman suggests a radically different view of objects that centres
on two principle claims: (1) that individual entities of various sizes and scales exist in
their own right, beyond human correlation; and, correspondingly, (2) that these objects
are never exhausted (or made permanent) by their relations (Campbell et al. 2019). A
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rock for instance, might mean many things to different trail builders – it can be a
hazard, an object of beauty, an obstacle to build into a technically challenging feature,
or a way of marking the edge of a trail, but the rock is still a rock. It still has certain
‘objective’ qualities, such as its weight or texture that appear as universal features of its
ontological composition. According to Morton (2017), it is through this process of
withdrawal that our conception of ‘nature’ (or what he terms the ‘symbiotic real’)
emerges, as it is through this infinitely regressive process that an entity such as nature is
outscaled by its parts (i.e birds, bees, soil, grass etc.). Hence, ‘however absurd and
amazing it sounds, we need to say “the whole is always smaller than the sum of it’s
parts”‘(Morton 2017:106). Objects, and by extention ‘nature’ is always speculative,
‘weird’ (Morton 2017) or ‘uncanny’ (Morton 2016); it incessantly surprises and
permanently escapes human interpretation, and it is this wierdness that should be
embraced in realizing the ‘mysterious depths and the marvellous plurality of concrete
objects’ (Harman 2009: 156).
In object-oriented ontology, and specifically the work of Morton humans (and by
extention leisure) are therefore indelibly bound with nature and non-human things in
such a way that their separation has never existed and that the two are
(inter)dependently affected (Morton 2007, 2017, 2018). Morton (2017, 2018) ap-
proaches this relationship via his notion of the symbiotic real. The symbiotic real refers
to humans’ relationship with/in the biosphere, denoting a solidarity between human and
non-human so that ‘Human means me plus my nonhuman prostheses and symbionts,
such as my bacterial microbiome and my technological gadgets, an entity that cannot be
determined in advance within a thin, rigid outline or rigidly demarcated from the
symbiotic real’ (Morton 2017: 40). Like Harman, Morton uses this notion to contest
Kantian correlationism and to redirect our attention to how certain framings of Nature
work to separate the ‘human’ from the non-human. As a result, what we call ‘Nature is
a way to sever oneself from the strangeness of the symbiotic real’, that is, the sense of
solidarity that exists between human and non-human beings.
The significance of Morton’s approach is that, for him, it is relatively easy to re-
orientate ourselves to this form of ecological thought. Primarily, this resides upon
dissolving any fixed separation between the human and non-human, between ‘inside’
and ‘outside’. Much like his reference to the bacteria which constitutes our
microbiome, we:
are already a symbiotic being entangled with other symbiotic beings. The prob-
lem with ecological awareness and action isn’t that it’s horribly difficult. It’s that
it’s too easy. You are breathing air, your bacterial microbiome is humming away,
evolution is silently unfolding in the background. Somewhere, a bird is singing
and clouds pass overhead. … You don’t have to be ecological. Because you are
ecological (Morton 2018: 215 [italics in original]).
Therefore, while the symbiotic real emphasizes the interconnections between the
human and non-human, it does not reduce either the human or non-human to these
relations. Rather, while drawing attention to the ambiguity which an understanding of
the symbiotic real prescribes, Morton paradoxically emphasizes how an ‘Ecological
awareness gives you a world in which everything is relevant to everything else, but is
also really unique and vivid and distinct at the very same time’ (Morton 2018: 88).
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Such awareness is considered further in Morton’s ‘dark ecology’, which serves to
bring together the sense of sudden ambiguity that encompasses an ecological approach
that neither overlooks or disregards our symbiotic entanglement. Notably, Morton
(2016) clarifies this approach with the assertion that:
Melancholy is irreducible because it's ecological; there is no way out of abjection
because of symbiosis and interdependence. To exist is to coexist. Yet this
coexistence is suffused with pleasure, pleasure that appears perverse from the
standpoint of the subject under the illusion that it has stripped the abjection from
itself (2016: 129)
Indeed, these ‘dark’ and evanescent characteristics are grounded in the partiality (the
object’s withdrawal) that Morton’s object-oriented ontology promotes as well as the
importance of proposing an outlook that privileges a non-hierarchical account of being:
interbeing. This sense of interbeing – a connection between human and non-human – is
reflected in Morton’s desire to highlight the spectrality of being. That is, for Morton
(2017), such ‘Ecological awareness is saturated with nothingness, a shimmering or
flickering, a shadow play of presence and absence intertwined’ (2017: 78 [italics in
original]). This presence and absence reflects a ‘haunting’ that, paradoxically, re-
establishes the relationship between presence and absence. In this sense, it is not the
case that human waste, once thrown away, simply vanishes and disappears from our
immediate purview, but rather, human waste is decidedly spectral, remaining with us,
haunting us from somewhere else. This spectrality extenuates the ambiguity of being
and our need to live with, accept and relate to such ambiguity. In the context of leisure,
this provides a unique form of orientation that re-establishes the ambiguity between
humans and nature, without privileging the former.
The following sections will aim to examine this ambivalence in interviews conduct-
ed with mountain bike trail builders. In view of Morton’s symbiotic real, dark ecology
and spectrality of being, attention will be afforded to exploring how narratives of
‘Nature’ emerged out of, what we refer to as, the trail building assemblage. In so
doing, we seek to unpack and understand the extent to which trail building can help
‘tune’ (Morton 2018: 108) the trail building community to the ambivalence and relative
strangeness of an emergent ecological awareness.
3 Situating Trail Builders within More-Than-Human Research
This research project comprised 20 semi-structured interviews with mountain bike trail
builders in England. The identities and motivations of the trail builders were dynamic
and complex, and the type of building undertaken was dependent on a number of
aspects, including their level of commitment; their perceived impact on and relationship
with the landscapes in which they work; their own riding preferences; and, their
adherence to English access laws. Despite these variances, the participants shared a
common interest, that is, to make use of organic and/or inorganic materials to construct
and maintain a rideable network of trails to suit a range of different interests and
abilities. Of the 20 people that we interviewed, 14 were involved with a local advocacy
group, three worked on behalf of a contractor or large organization such as the Forestry
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Commission and three worked independently on their own self-built projects, or to
informally maintain an existing trail network. With regard to the former two groups,
trails are being built on sites offically sanctionned by local authorities or private
investors. By contrast, the third group’s digging is regularly defined by its ‘guerilla’ -
like qualities, whereby participants are creating ‘unmapped trails or obstacles …
alongside the formally sanctioned routes’ (Gibbs and Holloway 2018:250) on land that
is not lawfully their own.
Given variances in environmental law and access rights in the UK we decided to
focus only on the experiences of trail builders in England, therefore ensuring that their
expectations about digging, and by extension rights of access, were being ‘invoked’ in
a similar way (Brown 2014). A combination of purposive and snowball sampling were
used to recruit individuals to be interviewed. Purposive sampling was utilized as the
lead researcher had existing contacts within the local area, allowing him to invite
individuals to participate whose experiences were deemed appropriate to the topic
(David and Sutton 2011). This was conducted via email and the strategic placement
of promotional messages on the websites of national advocacy groups. Existing
participants then acted as gatekeepers, referring people they thought were of interest.
This proved particularly useful for recruiting participants whose trail building activities
may be considered deviant or unlawful, as we found they were more likely to come
forward having been recommended by a friend.
In both face-to-face and telephone interviews we encouraged each interviewee to
talk openly about their interests and experiences, which encouraged a more organic
response to their interpretation of ‘Nature’, trail building and mountain biking. Saldana
(2011: 25) describes this as “an effective way of soliciting and documenting, in their
own words, an ‘individual’s or group’s perspectives, feelings, opinions, values, atti-
tudes, and beliefs about their personal experiences and social world’. Thus, while there
is a broad thrust to the direction of the questions, issues that arise from responses may
give rise to new questions and directions of inquiry. Semi-stuctured interviews, there-
fore, allowed us to encourage a more open-ended conversational structure (Rubin and
Rubin 2011) with the participants, establishing a level of rapport whilst remaining open
to discussions that may on first impression, have seemed tangential to our initial
objectives. Toma (2000) notes this as an important aspect between interviewer and
interviewee as it helps participants to develop their own understandings as they
respond. Such closeness, engagement, engagement and involvement can enhance the
richness of the research, which was especially important given the personal, embodied
and contentious connections between ‘Nature’ and trail building that we were hoping to
ellicit.
Following the interviews, participant transcripts were subject to a thematic analysis.
Here, our focus remained tied to what was said as opposed to how something was said,
to whom, or for what purposes (Riessman 2008). To help supplement this approach and
in order to not undermine our focus on the material and nonhuman aspects of the trail
building assemblage, we drew on the analytic utility of Monforte, Perez-Samanieg and
Smith’s (2018) polyphonic approach to the study of culture, in which narrative and
material orders of experience coalesce. Unlike orthodox narrative approaches which
consider material environments as a mere backdrop for human interaction, we were
keen to decouple the participants from an essential humanist subject and instead locate
them within an assemblage of elements that exceeds the intentions of an individual
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narrator. In this vein, the notion of dialogue, once reserved for those forms of interac-
tion that occur exclusively between people, is here extended to the exchanges between
human and nonhuman, since a focus on matter necessitates a position in which agency
is granted to anything which has a capacity to act and affect. The implication of this
point of view is that the material is ‘an active agent in the construction of discourse and
reality’ (Kuby 2017: 880), and that the individual cannot be isolated from the material
↔ discursive embodied entanglements of a given social space. In addition, the
relationship between landscape and trail builder is not one that is static or concrete,
but one that is about a ‘perpetually becoming-body in a dynamic relationship with its
material environment’ (Monforte et al. 2018: 3).
In light of the theoretical framework adopted in this study we therefore recognize the
challengesand tensions that this type of method and analysis presents in unravelling a
series of socio-material realities; what Panelli (2010) terms ‘more than human’ social
geographies. Although a full account of these issues is beyond the scope of this paper
(see Braun 2015 for a more comprehensive overview) there are two key implications of
the New Materialist paradigm that we would like to highlight here. Firstly, in under-
standing the participant’s responses as the product of an ‘emergent, immanent
relationality’ (Monforte 2018: 3), we were keen to share our transcripts with the
participants, encouraging them, where possible to comment on their narratives and
contribute to their ongoing representation. In doing so, we were acknowledging both
their ability to affect and their influence within the wider research-assemblage. Sec-
ondly, we appreciate that research can affect people in different ways, and accept, to
paraphrase Latour (1996), that objects (of which we include research ‘texts’) always
exceed their intentions. Thus, rather than portraying our participants as passive actors in
a series of static ‘environments’ or ‘settings’, we have tried to develop a more dynamic
form of data collection, analysis and dissemination that is alert to the affective flows
(Fullagar 2017) that exist between various objects, experiences and states. Specifically,
in a vein similar to Helle and Lyhne (2016) the interviewer-interviewee relationship
engendered a reflexive sphere of communication. In what follows, we hope to present a
representation of the trail builders emergent lifeworlds that is reflective of this process.
4 Nature as Spectre
Upon first inspection many of the participants appeared to adopt a romantic view of
nature, in that trail building was described as a means of accessing remote, ‘untouched’
spaces that facilitated a sense of awe and wonder, specifically those that they associated
with ‘wild places’ (Steve), ‘biodiversity’ (John), ‘solitude’ (Christine) and ‘being
outside’ (Andy, Steve). Accordingly, individuals also described the way in which
‘Nature’ could be ‘tasked’ (Ingold 2000) in the interests of health and fitness (Howe
and Morris 2009), skill acquisition/development (Krein 2014) and environmental
conservation (Mansfield 2009). As John puts it when describing his motivations for
digging: ‘It’s like an outdoor gym … I think: “right, I’ve had a slovenly week, I’ve
eaten too much… how much soil can I move around?”‘ These characteristics were
often described in contrast to urban spaces, which participants felt lacked ‘soul’ and
‘colour’, as well as being too ‘cleanly’ and ‘safe’. Thus, discursively at least, there is
some evidence to suggest that the participants involvement in trail building is
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articulated through an anthropocentric perspective (Kopnina et al. 2018; Shoreman-
Ouimet and Kopnina 2016), in which the human access mode is privileged above all
others, and ‘Nature’s’ resources are positioned for the benefit of human consumption.
Furthermore, participants appear actively involved in attempts to demarcate a conve-
nient ontological boundary between nature and culture, in which nature is positioned
‘out there’, beyond the confines of civilisation (Morton 2007).
These responses indicate a ‘severing’ (Morton 2017:13) of the connection between
reality (the human correlated world) and the real (symbiosis of human and non-human
entities), which was evident in Christine and Will’s description of how they maintain
the naturalness of a trail:
I generally look for a technical and a smooth side. If there is something that
would put the average rider off then I will try to build a way around it. (Christine)
If you are maintaining a trail, trying to keep it natural, you’re also trying to stop
bikes from going too fast. To keep control you put corners in, not doing away
with rocky sections, trying to keep speed down to something reasonable (Will)
Christine and Will’s responses detail how different socio-natural configurations are
invoked and enacted in different spaces (Macnaghten and Urry 1998), as well as
determining who is and is not allowed to engage with them. In this case, the imaginary
of the ‘natural trail’ is fixed through notions of speed and control, which are linked to
normative (human) expectations about how to be in and move through various
topographies (Brown 2014). For example, participants such as Will described how
their digging activities were often curtailed by the expectations of the land manager,
and/or pressure from other users groups, whose involvement in such ‘Natural’ spaces
were perceived to be much more important than their own. In addition, by building
trails to appeal to a wide range of abilities, Christine echoes wider policy concerns
about equal access to the countryside, and the need to ‘manage’ rural spaces in order to
widen participation (HMSO 2011). In sociological vernacular, this cultural shift is
described as the neo-liberalization of nature, in which humans are interpellated by a
series of micro, meso and macro transformations that turn environmental healths and
harms into market concerns that are (tentatively) managed in line with the economy
(Nelson 2014).
However, between this ideological view and the trail builders embodied practice,
there exists a ‘transcendental gap’ (Morton 2018: 22), which reveals a more compli-
cated and critical relationship with ‘Nature’. That is, through the building of their
mountain bike trails and investing their labour, the participants become increasingly
‘withdrawn’ from its essence (Morton 2017). This sense of withdrawal was not limited
to human interactions, but extended to the relationships with non-human entities, which
was most evident in conversations about the peculiarities of specific locations:
So where I am in my valley we have got a few different woods, but one in
particular I’ve been working on in Autumn is very hard because the surface is
shale over all the leaf mould that has fallen for years, all the organics. It’s black,
it’s sludgy. Underneath that it’s just clay. There are hardly any dry stone walls to
repurpose – it’s a tough place to build (Phil)
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I look at the landscape and just say ‘what does this part of the hillside or this
location offer? So, for example, in some parts of the woods that I build in it’s
really steep… some parts are flat, so it’s like ‘how can we build more jumps and
drop features in there?’ So, I don’t go in with an agenda, but I like to maximise
the specific location that I’m using. (Andy)
In both excerpts, we learn of the way that matter is ‘translated’ (Latour 2005) within
human-non-human assemblages, albeit with different affects. In the first instance, we
see how nonhuman mediators such as weather, seasons, shale, leaves and clay, disrupt
and intervene in the habitual relationship between Phil’s body and the surrounding
world (Michael 2001), resulting in tiredness and discomfort. As Bennett (2004)
explains, this inertness and resistance to human appropriation is in and of itself a form
of vitalism or ‘thing-power’; for despite Phil’s attempts to work and repurpose the
landscape, dirt, shale and leaf mould refuse all attempts to be isolated abstracted and put
to work in the service of human endeavours. In the second instance, and by contrast, we
learn of the affordances provided by the woods and gradient of the landscape; matter is
interpreted as being ‘alive’ and is said to contain creative potential. These affordances
are not pre-given, but rather interpreted through an emergent socio-natural assemblage
between trail builders, mountain bike riders and matter.
Of particular interest here is what many of the participants referred to as the process
of ‘vegging’ up. Through this process, organic matter is placed behind a berm1 to
encourage plants, trees and grasses to grow into the back of it. Over time, the lateral
shoots and adventitious roots from these nonhumans form a rhizomatic pattern within
the berm’s structure, which improves its structural integrity. In this sense, the berm
becomes a living adumbriation of Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) agencement. Deleuze
and Guattari highlight how agencement materializes through two different processes:
the coming together of human and nonhuman in symbiotic ways and the capacity of
this symbiosis to ‘affect’. In case of the former, the trail builders need to first learn how
to be affected (Latour 2004). In other words, they have to ‘be connected to the place
you’re in and have an affinity with it. Understand what the place feels like’ (Will). Trail
builders like Will learn how to tune themselves to the landscape and use local materials
to encourage, amongst other things; ‘flow’ (Andy), ‘challenge’ (Steve) ‘variety’ (Paul)
and ‘sustainability’ (Gary). The intersections between these various qualities
results in what Lorimer (2008) terms ‘nonhuman charisma’; the ability of
nonhumans to take on such distinguishing qualities as to qualify for use by
humans (in this case, mountain bikers). In recognition of this agencement,
builders take a radical step; they extend the process of labour to include
‘non-social labour’ (Perkins 2008). That is, labour which includes biological
processes such as root formation and weather erosion (see next section) as well
as the energies and capacities invested by humans.
The upshot of this is that creativity is perceived less as individual, human
accomplishment than an ‘affective flow between assembled bodies, things and
ideas’ (Fox and Alldred 2017, p. 86). Furthermore, the creative products that
1 A berm is a banked and curved feature on a trail that provides support for the rider as they move
through a corner.
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these trail builders attempt to generate, including berms, tabletops,2 step downs3
and so on, can themselves produce affects, which are likely to exceed the
builders’ intentions (Latour 2005). To be a trail builder therefore demands a
sense of connectedness between human and nonhuman organisms. This sense of
connectedness is familiar, yet strange; it is ‘strangely familiar’ in that the
features they build feel only partially of their creation (Morton 2013: 130).
For trail builders it is not a matter of building wholes (environments). Instead,
they are constantly humbled by the manner in which their creations and styles
constantly exceeds their (individual) intentions (Morton 2017).
Such connectedness reflects Morton’s (2017: 55) notion of the Spectre:
Specter could mean ‘apparition’, but it could also mean ‘horrifying object’, or it
could mean ‘illusion’, or it could mean ‘the shadow of a thing’ … In the specter,
we encounter the ghostly presence of beings not yet formatted according to
Nature, including the Nature in Marx: nonhumans subjected to human metabo-
lism … The more we think ecological beings – a human, a tree an ecosystem, a
cloud – the more we find ourselves obliged to think them not as alive or dead, but
spectral.
Here, the spectrality of nature was clearly displayed in accounts that noted how ‘the
odd fossil’ (Conor) – something dead – could be found when digging as well as the
smell of Wild Boar – something alive – could be smelt, but not seen, during a trail dig
(Robert). Commenting specifically on the absent presence of Wild Boar, Robert
explained:
I smell them long before I see them; I can tell when boar are within a 100 yards.
You get that musky waft, because when they wallow they are essentially
wallowing in their own toilet so you get that scent of manure. If there is a waft
coming your way you know there is boar in the undergrowth probably watching
you dig!
In these examples, the trail building assemblage represents a ‘Human, psychic, social
and philosophical being [that] resist[s] the severing of human and nonhuman sociality
(Morton 2017:18). Whether reminding the builders of the past (finding fossils) or
through the smelly presence of a Wild Boar, both examples revealed the spectral
significance of an ecological sociality that effectively rendered an awareness of the
human and non-human.
Notably, accounts of a ‘human and nonhuman sociality’ (Morton 2017) were also
reflected in the following examples from Paul and Robert:
So, my favourite trail in the world is over in Slovenia in a place called beleaky
paleni, which roughly translates as ‘big mountain’. There is a cable car half way
up the mountain that takes you to the top of the cliff and then a ski lift that takes
2 A table top is a purpose-built mound of earth with a wide, flat top that can be jumped or rolled.
3 A step down is a jump that has its landing lower than the take off. They can range dramatically in height,
from 1 to 10 m.
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you to the rest. Before all that was there and the trail that you then ride down is
called Dolski Graben.… it’s not built for bikes, it was built for those goat herders
400, 800 years ago – I don’t know exactly, but it’s a long time – and it’s just part
of that mountain and it uses the shape of the mountain because they were all
walking up and down with their cheeses to get back down the hill to sell them to
market or whatever they were carrying back up. It didn’t need to go
straight up, it needed to twist and turn so that they could walk up it, and
that is just brilliant. … When you’re out there on a natural trail then
you’re looking around to see what you can use from what nature has
provided you with. … That’s sort of the style that I prefer and that trail in
Slovenia has everything for me, but the biggest thing for me is that it is
so engrained in that mountain’s history that it doesn’t feel like it’s been
built by machines and people specifically for bikes. (Paul)
… nature doesn’t care that we continue on, it doesn’t know we’re there, it doesn’t
know we’ve built a track there. Some of it gets used as a shortcut by deer; they
obviously know that there is a clearing through a section of wood and they’re not
daft. The wild boar use the new bridge over the road. They’re not going to walk
down the side and go down to the road, they’ve noticed there is a bridge there…
they just turn left and disappear into the undergrowth, because there’s a damp
spot where they like to wallow near the cycle centre. They take advantage of
certain things. Like if we make a clearing or something like that they’re not going
to push their way through undergrowth if we’ve got a nice clearing. You can see
from the amount of droppings from dear, rabbit, you name it. They like the trails.
(Robert)
As evident in both accounts, a clear psychic and social relation emerged between the
history of a particular mountain (Paul) and the animals that lived and used the trail sites
(Robert). In each case, both men displayed a permanent attendance to the specific
arrangements of the symbiotic real (Morton 2017), that, in the case of Paul, revealed a
level of temporality that connected him to the history of the mountain and its former
goat herders, and, in the case of Robert, to a nature that ambivalently acknowledged the
track being built. It was only by tuning themselves to this sensibility that they could
build trails that were fun, enjoyable and affective; and, more importantly, that were
symbiotically part of the environment. The following section will consider this ar-
rangement in closer detail, with particular attention given to the fragility of the trail
building assemblage.
4.1 Water, Erosion and Paranoia
A related theme that emerged during the interviews was the material vibrancy that was
attributed to water, with specific reference to the affect that it can have on the
materialization of a rideable trail. Participants detailed the relentlessness of English
rain, the ceaseless movement of water, and the time and effort that they had to invest in
acquainting themselves with its properties. What was interesting in this respect was the
way that Christine and Paul described water as being an inevitable, incontestable force:
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Water is going to go where it wants. You can persuade it to go somewhere some
of the time but the rest of the time you have to accept that some of the trails do
become a river in certain conditions … Patience and persistence are important,
but also thinking like the water and thinking how you are going to get it off the
trail (Christine)
When you’re looking at what sort of trail will work a lot of it comes down to
water in this country. We’re not in Utah or somewhere, we do have to be realistic
that we are in a wet country … It’s important to understand what the ground is
capable of and what you are going to have to do to make it useful as water can
have a mind of its own (Paul)
A unifying theme that can be extrapoloated in these accounts is the uncompromising
and uncontrollable qualities of water. In their study on the Sargasso Sea Alliance, Acton
et al. (2019) point to the difficulty of attributing ownership over ocean spaces given
their fluid, dynamic and divergent qualities. Similarly, Bakker (2004: 559) explores
how water’s spatiality and biophysical characteristics, as a ‘life-giving, continually
circulating, scale-linking resource’ rub against the cold, calculating and de-sensitizing
strategies adopted by market environmentalists, resisting commodification.
Managing erosion and maintaining trails is a key point of focus for the trail builders.
Whilst some of the participants have been lucky enough to be involved in the
construction of new trails, most were keen to challenge the stereotype of the ‘perpetual
trail generator’ and ‘creative genius’ often represented in the media. Instead individuals
emphasized the ‘menial work’ (Jason, Barry) or ‘little tweaks’ (Steve) that they
attended to on a daily/weekly basis, which might include filling in holes and braking
bumps, resurfacing trails with hardcore, re-sculpting berms and replacing rotting
timber. In each of these instances, trail builders recognized the important role played
by water. Resultantly, this relationship induced a physical and psychological state of
paranoia:
We’ve built a berm and it’s riding lovely and then it’s like ‘oh s**t we need a
drain!’ So, then you look at it and it’s like ‘right do we spend a day ripping that
berm out and it never settles? For this reason I never stop thinking about the
water. It gives me nightmares! (Barry)
The biggest thing we have learnt is how to manage water, which is impossible,
but you have to try. You start at the top (of the trail) and you’ll put a drain in, you
go a bit further down and there’s a puddle, so you put a drain in. So, what we tend
to do is move the water about until we get it so that we’re not riding through it.
(Jason)
Morton (2017: 161) argues that the paranoia evidenced here is an important pre-
requisite for solidarity between humans and nonhumans, as in the despair that trail
builders exhibit towards the water erosion we witness feelings of being ‘haunted and
watched’ by an entity that is not their own. Elsewhere, this was also manifested in the
builder’s collective impulse to ‘kick a drain’ (i.e. remove pooling water with the kick of
their heel) when they are riding their bikes, a compulsion that is often so overwhelming
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that it can prevent them from enjoying their ride. Yet the more they grappled with this
sense of paranoia, the more the trail builders were humbled by the agency of
nonhumans and their looming presence within the trail building assemblage, something
that we have referred to elsewhere as ‘dark ecology’ Cherrington et al (2018). Indeed, it
is through digging, kicking, and scraping – the physical connections between human
and nonhuman – that this relationship is manifested.
Like the other nonhuman influences mentioned above, water was also seen to both
extend and limit human capacities (Mirosa and Harris 2011). Some trail builders, for
instance, described ‘using’ water to build technical features such as ruts and gulleys by
deliberately encouraging it down the trail. Others such as Harry commented on how a
torrential rain storm would wash the top soil from a freshly cut line, allowing him to
hasten the formation of a harder, rideable surface. Nevertheless, most individuals were
clear about the potential hazards of poor water ‘management’:
Water is the scourge of trail builders. It gets built up and gets places and
completely changes the trail … When you get that massive power of nature
and that raging torrent of water it can just cut through terrain and wash things
away, which makes the trail really sketchy for the riders (Paul)
The snow gets on it (plant life) and it collapses onto the trail. It collects all the
brambles so the brambles grow up into it. They grow over the top and come into
the trails. So, you get lacerated by brambles at eye height. So, you have to
manage it – all the time it’s managed (John)
However, for Andy this was part of the fun:
It’s funny, on Sunday I did some digging at X woods and the trails were running
amazing … Then on Monday I went after work and did the same thing but it
drizzled a bit and it was a completely different kettle of fish – the characteristics
of the trail were very different. That’s a big part of the fun, dealing with how
much it changes.
These accounts provide a number of insights into the dangers associated with Nature
sports, and the risk work that is undertaken by various individuals to prepare for, and
manage such dangers (Beames and Pike 2008). Trail builders evince varying levels of
risk alignment and aversion, and their orientation in this regard is central to their
performance of a (social) identity. Of particular interest here is the way that these risks
are managed in the presence of the ‘big other’ (Žižek 2006); that is, an unwritten
constitution that hovers above these social interactions but can never be directly
grasped or envisaged. Indeed, the trail builders have to manage their risks using a
symbolic order (i.e. the movement of mountain bikes and the intentions of future
riders), which takes place against the backdrop of the ‘Real’ (i.e. Nature, Water). The
result of this is an ethic of cultivation (involving humans and nonhumans) that is
‘grounded in the contingency of care for this world’ (Connolly 2013: 401). Through the
management of water and its manifold affects, the participants are forced to make
‘situational judgements about how to enact that care in a world in which surprising
changes periodically emerge’ (Connolly 2013: 401).
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The upshot of this paranoid sensibility is that water is positioned as a ‘Hyperobject’;
‘a bundle of entities massively distributed in time and space that… it is impossible for
humans to see or touch directly’ (Morton 2017: 40). In this regard it is worth quoting
Robert at length, as he provides perhaps the most articulate overview of how this
orientation might emerge:
People need to bear in mind that if you are going to build on a bigger scale like at
X (location), there were lots of mines there. The pond there was where the miners
used to wash. If you start altering the drainage on the hillside you are going to
have a hell of a lot more water than hits the pond and then very likely wash away
the ancient dam which it flow over the top of. That then goes underneath the road
into a second pond and then that pond is controlled by a slew scape that flows
down into another pond … Then different types of trees go in – some of which
drink more and others don’t so certain areas go soggy. Then there is felling
because of disease where they have to take out acres of it, so you’ll have more
and more water coming off the hill, but those little dams were never designed to
take it all. So, drainage is hugely important because if it’s not done properly it can
alter parts of the ecosystem.
Through his management of water erosion within a specific mountain bike trail centre,
Robert has been connected to an infinite regress of planetary considerations, which
range in scale from the local (ponds, trees) to the regional (dams, hillsides, mining) and
the global (tree felling industry, ecosystems). The more he and his colleagues dig at this
site, the more they come to realize the impact that the smallest act (i.e. digging in the
soil and removing local plant life) can have on a larger scale. At the same time, every
one of these global considerations seems to be ‘subscended’ by their parts; that is,
bigger than they first appear (Morton 2013). Water also becomes a conduit for
‘temporal undulation’ (2013: 55); through which objects such as trees, dams, drains
and spades ‘entangle one another in a crisscrossing mesh of space time fluctuations’
(2013: 65). 100-year-old mines and ‘ancient dams’ are all ‘present’ in the composition
of the soil and the hillside’s capacity for drainage, and each affect becomes enfolded
within a present-time here and now that is encountered in the trail builders’ labour.
Water, as hyperobject, contributes to the trail builders’ sense of paranoia, in that it
reveals both the inherent weakness of their built-up features and the fragility of the
material, spatial, temporal and (non) social arrangements upon which those features
depend.
5 Conclusion
By examining the trail building assemblage, this article has provided a critical analysis
of how trail builders interact in and with the ‘natural’ environment. With regard to the
work of Morton (2007, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018), we have detailed how trail builders
display an ecological awareness which accentuates the ambiguity of nature and, more
importantly, how such ambiguity resides within the merging interactions between the
human and the non-human. This ambiguity was identified in two overarching findings:
1) nature as spectre and 2) the material vibrancy of water. Together, these findings
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highlight an awareness of ecology that is constitutive of the pleasures of being; indeed,
a pleasure formed from the ambiguity, or ‘strangeness’ (Morton 2017) of being in and
with nature. This posits an awareness of nature that is not reverent or exploitative, but
instead, enveloped in the understanding that one’s actions are interdependently related
to the leisure experience itself.
Perhaps the most significant conclusion that can be drawn from these findings with
regard to leisure in nature is that trail builders do not consciously position
themselves as ecological subjects. Yet their praxis reveals that they are already
acting ecologically, without the need to identify as such (Morton 2018). By
digging, sculpting, lifting and re-purposing non-human ‘matter’ and working
alongside nonhuman organisms (smelly boar and inquisitive deer) the partici-
pants are able to tune to the dynamic and effervescent qualities of the symbi-
otic real. By either enabling (i.e malleable dirt) or constraining (i.e shale-filled
dirt) human agency these organisms and materials reveal a variety of human-
nonhuman interdependencies that are part of a living, dynamic relation. ‘Tuning’ to the
symbiotic real is continued in the ongoing ‘battle’ that the trail builders maintain with
water. Indeed, in their often futile battle to lessen or ‘manage’ the effects of water on a
trail, the participants are reminded of Nature’s destructive power as well as the
ambiguous, animate and spectral canvas upon which their trails are rendered
and enacted.
We believe that such awareness of Nature’s non-neutrality, induces a sense of
ambiguity that defers from any resignation by inducing a strange sense of temporality,
from which ‘ethical demand issues from a future that is radically unknown and
unknowable’ (Skrimshire 2018: 16). Morton (2018: 131) refers to this temporal
moment as an experiential ‘nowness’, in which ‘the present moment collapses
and I’m left with an uncertain, spectral futurality’. In this moment, one might
argue, the trail builders sit at the precipice of creation (of tangible trail features)
and destruction (water erosion), but it is in this uncertain, melancholic space
that solidarity with nonhumans emerges and an uncertain, but radically different
future unfolds. Skrimshire (2018) refers to Morton’s (2013) ‘strange stranger’ to
highlight the ambiguity and unknownness of current ethical decisions on the
future. Here, ‘One cannot even be certain that the very terms of our ethical
deliberations – whether rights, duties, or virtues – make sense in the strange-
ness of the far future’ (Skrimshire 2018: 16).
Set against this ecological (un)awareness, we believe it necessary to re-orient
understandings of the Anthropocene to recognize the ambivalent role played by the
‘Anthropos’ in environmental considerations of leisure, work, conservation and tour-
ism, amongst others. Indeed, given the insights provided in this paper, it would appear
that the landscapes we inhabit are not governed by and subject to the ruling hand of
human reason, as the term would suggest, but can also be consequences of the ‘the
unintended effects of collective human labor (Wark 2015b [italics in original]) and the
uncertainty of the future. As such, it is also important to consider the ways in which
matter, and by extension ‘Nature’, might resist and prevent human incorporation.
Thinking of the Anthropocene in this way demands a decidedly political approach to
conceiving the human and non-human which considers both the intended and unin-
tended consequences of the Anthropocene. In addition:
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Rather than being the end point of the analyses, an assessment of human/
environment assemblages must be the start of a new way of thinking…about
nature and culture, with practical implications for how we research social and
natural worlds, but also for how - ethically - sociology engages with the nonhu-
man (Fox and Alldred 2018: 44)
In committing to this outcome it is crucial that we continue to question the depolitici-
zation of the nonhuman marked by empty liberal signifiers such as ‘Nature’ or
‘sustainability’ whilst reimagining how we might approach a range of emergent
material relationalities and environmental dilemmas within a range of global and
neo-liberal leisure forms. While not over-stating the significance of our findings, we
believe that the responses provided by the trail builders in this study reveal one such
political re-thinking that can serve to promote a form of ecological awareness which
does not embellish nature’s ‘natural’ significance, but instead, orientates our acknowl-
edgement of and, place within, the ambiguity of the Anthropocene.
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